Earlier work on RF metasurfaces for preclinical MRI has targeted applications such as whole-body imaging and dual-frequency coils. In these studies, a nonresonant loop was used to induce currents into a metasurface that was operated as a passive inductively powered resonator. However, as we show in this study, the strategy of using a resonant metasurface reduces the impact of the loop on the global performance of the assembled coil. To mitigate this deficiency, we developed a new approach that relies on the combination of a commercial surface coil and a coupled-wire structure operated away from its resonance. This strategy enables the extension of the sensitive volume of the surface coil while maintaining its local high sensitivity without any hardware modification. A wireless coil based on a two parallel coupled-wire structure was designed and electromagnetic field simulations were carried out with different levels of matching and coupling between both components of the coil. For experimental characterization, a prototype was built and tested at two frequencies, were conducted in different configurations to study signal and noise figures of the structure. The results showed that the proposed strategy improves the overall sensitive volume while simultaneously maintaining a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
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Earlier work on RF metasurfaces for preclinical MRI has targeted applications such as whole-body imaging and dual-frequency coils. In these studies, a nonresonant loop was used to induce currents into a metasurface that was operated as a passive inductively powered resonator. However, as we show in this study, the strategy of using a resonant metasurface reduces the impact of the loop on the global performance of the assembled coil. To mitigate this deficiency, we developed a new approach that relies on the combination of a commercial surface coil and a coupled-wire structure operated away from its resonance. This strategy enables the extension of the sensitive volume of the surface coil while maintaining its local high sensitivity without any hardware modification. A wireless coil based on a two parallel coupled-wire structure was designed and electromagnetic field simulations were carried out with different levels of matching and coupling between both components of the coil. For experimental characterization, a prototype was built and tested at two frequencies, 300 MHz for 1 H and 282.6 MHz for 19 F at 7 T. Phantom and in vivo MRI experiments were conducted in different configurations to study signal and noise figures of the structure. The results showed that the proposed strategy improves the overall sensitive volume while simultaneously maintaining a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
Metasurfaces based on coupled wires are therefore shown here as promising and versatile elements in the MRI RF chain, as they allow customized adjustment of the sensitive volume as a function of SNR yield. In addition, they can be easily adapted to different Larmor frequencies without loss of performance.
| INTRODUCTION
In clinical and preclinical magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), the commonly used radiofrequency (RF) coils belong to one of two categories, volume or surface coils.
Volume coils such as birdcage coils 1,2 provide a uniform B 1 + magnetic field in large volumes. However, when a birdcage coil is used for both transmission and reception of the RF field, it provides relatively low sensitivity and therefore poor signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 3 as the subject under study is usually far from any conducting element to ensure the homogeneity of the magnetic field. On the other hand, small surface coils usually implemented as flat copper loops, due to their superior sensitivity, can provide high SNR, 4 but with the main drawback that the B 1 + magnetic field decays in depth as 1/
, where R is the radius of the loop and d is the distance from the loop plane. 5 Consequently, the high efficiency of small surface coils is only available in a small area close to the coil. Currently, the most effective and established solution is the use of surface coil arrays to extend the in-plane coverage while keeping SNR high. 6 However, surface arrays require multi-channel drivers and in most cases they are only used for signal reception. They also require specific element-wise signal recombination procedures, 7 which are not trivial when phasesensitive information is to be kept in the final image or spectrum. Finally, phased arrays are also more complicated to use for RF transmission, especially for localized spectroscopy. 8 Recently, metamaterial-inspired RF coils have been developed to bring more flexibility into the design of MRI coils for preclinical imaging.
First, a volume coil based on hybridized wires was proposed. 9 Later on, metasurfaces based on a parallel array of inductively coupled wires were explored. These wire arrays also rely on the hybridization mechanism 10 in order to obtain a homogeneous B 1 + magnetic field. To do so, the wires used need to be either of a resonant length 10 or miniaturized by high-permittivity loading, 11 or by capacitive interconnections. 12 These studies demonstrate the possibility of using such metasurface structures to achieve a dual-frequency coil for proton and fluorine imaging, 13 and a coil for whole-body imaging with higher SNR than a volume coil.
14 It has been shown that the optimal impedance matching of such metasurface-based coils is obtained with a nonresonant feed loop when one of the metasurface resonances coincides with the targeted Larmor frequency. This configuration offered the best compromise between large sensitive volume and high SNR in shallow depth. 14 However, the highest local SNR was still obtained with a small matched surface coil. 5 The objective of this work was to explore whether advantages can be obtained by combining metasurfaces and resonant surface coil. Due to mutual coupling, however, the simple combination of a resonant metasurface with a small matched loop would lead to a shift of both resonances away from their original resonance frequency. 15 This mutual coupling was previously observed and exploited to obtain increased field penetration from two concentric surface loops 16 and to build a volume coil from four inducted loops. 17 We assessed the mutual coupling in our specific hybridized wire configuration by studying amplitude and phase of currents in the loop and the coupled-wire structure.
For this purpose, we designed, simulated and built an elementary structure with two parallel wires of the same length. 18 This is the minimum number of wires enabling excitation of a mode with currents flowing in opposite directions in the wires. This mode behaves similarly to a long loop and allows a large coverage in the plane of the structure. The structure was studied numerically and experimentally on a 7 T preclinical scanner to verify its potential advantages over existing solutions. Namely, we hypothesized that beyond their use in a resonant regime, coupled-wire structures can be used away from their natural resonances and can be combined with a commercial surface coil instead of a nonresonant feed loop to achieve a significant improvement of sensitive volume while maintaining a high efficiency over the surface coil area. We further explored the feasibility of 19 F MRI with the same structure on a phantom and in mice in vivo.
| MATERIALS AND METHODS

| Numerical study
Three configurations were numerically studied ( All results were obtained at a frequency of 300 MHz (Larmor frequency of 1 H at 7 T). In all cases, the loop had a diameter of 3 cm, and the input power used was 1 W. In the coupled-wire based coils, the wires were 3 cm apart, parallel to the MRI bore axis, and the loop used was placed above the wires at a distance of 1 mm and centered at the median position of the wire length. The material used for wires and loop was copper.
Simulations were carried out in the presence of a homogeneous phantom of 35 x 35 x 70 mm 3 with a relative dielectric permittivity (ε) of 50 and a conductivity (σ) of 0.98 S/m. The RF shield was simulated using a copper tube with 1000 mm length and 100 mm internal diameter.
In case A ( Figure 1A ), tuning and matching of the surface coil was achieved with a matching network. In case B ( Figure 1B ), impedance matching was obtained with a short separation (1 mm) between the loop and the wire plane. The resonance of the coupled-wire structure was tuned to 300 MHz by adjusting the wire length to L 0 , close to a half wavelength (≈50 cm). The last case, case C ( Figure 1C ), required both surface coil and coupled wires to be detuned from the Larmor frequency to correctly tune the whole coil structure. Different wire lengths were considered, while keeping L < L 0 in order to shift the coupled-wire resonances to a higher frequency. We will name this configuration the "nonresonant regime" as the wires are operated away from their natural resonance frequency, in contrast to the "resonant regime" in which the resonance frequency of the wires coincides with the Larmor frequency. For each length, the capacitor values of the surface coil's matching circuit were adapted to reach impedance matching at the Larmor frequency. The maximum amplitude current in the loop and in the wires was evaluated in all cases as a function of wire length ( Figure 1D ). Finally, the spatial B 1 + amplitude profiles were obtained inside the phantom volume along the vertical axis in the center of the structure ( Figure 1E ) and parallel to the wires' length at 1.2 cm depth ( Figure 1F ). (Bruker Biospin, Ettlingen, Germany) was included in the tests as an additional reference, but only allowed proton imaging.
| Coil setups
A prototype of the simulated coupled-wire structure was built using two telescopic brass tubes. 19 The wires were separated by 3 cm and placed on a plastic board of 2 mm thickness ( Figure 2D ). Their length (L) was adjustable to tune the resonance to the desired frequency. Both wires had the same length at the end of each tuning procedure.
To build the resonant coupled-wire coil (case B), an unmatched copper loop of 3 cm diameter was printed on a 0. On-bench measurements of the reflection coefficient were conducted for the resonant coupled-wire coil (case B) for different loading samples using a vector network analyzer (VNA MS2036C, Anritsu, Kanagawa, Japan) to ensure proper tuning and impedance matching for both frequencies. On-bench measurements could not be performed for the other configurations as commercial coils could not be interfaced with the VNA.
| Phantom experiments
Validation of the experimental coils was performed using a PharmaScan 7 T MR system (Bruker Biospin) running ParaVision 6.0.1 software. The phantom used contained a small volume fraction of 2-2-trifluoroethanol leading to a concentration of 19 F nuclei in the order of 100 mmol/L ( Figure 2C ). The dimensions of the phantom are 35 x 35 x 90 mm 3 . The phantom was placed horizontally, parallel to the MRI bore axis, on the center of the corresponding coil.
For every tested coil, a fast low-angle shot (FLASH) localizer sequence was used after wobble, iterative shimming and frequency adjustment.
No parallel imaging aspects were used. No filtering, distortion correction, thresholding, or low-dynamic-range image conversion took place. After
Fourier Transform carried out on 32-bit floating-point arrays, the images were stored as 16-bit unsigned integer arrays.
Using the coronal slice from the localizer series, the reference power was adjusted automatically (Spin Echo/stimulated echo comparison/iteration) in a slab positioned directly adjacent to the coil surface, except for the birdcage coil, for which the reference power was adjusted without volume selection.
Single slice FLASH sequences were run in the three orientations to obtain 1 H images of the phantom. The parameters of the sequence were: After tuning to the 19 F frequency, a single pulse FID sequence (TR = 3000 ms, spectral bandwidth = 7 kHz, number of points = 2048, NA = 4) was used to obtain the exact resonance frequency of 2-2-trifluoroethanol (offset -21636 Hz). 19 F images were acquired with a T 2 -TurboRARE-3D
sequence with effective TE = 68.22 ms, TE interval = 4.55 ms, TR = 3000 ms, RARE factor = 32, NA = 1, slice thickness = 40 mm, matrix = 64 x 64 x 32 (in-plane spatial resolution = 1 x 1 mm 2 ), FOV = 6 x 6 cm 2 and a total acquisition time of 20 minutes. Fluorine images were processed in MATLAB to overlay them on 1 H FLASH images using a transparency of 0.6, where 0 is completely transparent and 1 is opaque.
| In vivo MRI experiments
In vivo validation was performed using the same coil setups. All experiments were conducted according to a protocol approved by the Aix Marseille Despite negligible natural endogenous fluorine concentrations in the body, 20 19 F imaging of the mouse abdomen in vivo was possible by using the signal of isoflurane, used here as anesthetic. Isoflurane is indeed known to accumulate in certain lipid compartments in anesthetized animals as shown in a recent study. 3 | RESULTS
| Numerical study
In Figure 1D , the maximum current in the loop (red curve) and in the coupled-wire structure (blue curve) are plotted. The current in the loop was taken at the feed point as its amplitude remains almost constant due to the loop's small diameter. We monitored the wire currents in the center of the wire length where the current amplitude was maximal. As expected from previous work, in case B, the current in the loop is very low as the loop is nonmatched. With the wires getting shorter (L < L 0 ), the resonance of the coupled wires shifted. Note that this change was compensated for each value of L by adjusting the capacity in the matching circuit at the loop's input. Nonetheless, the maximum current in the wires decayed continuously as the wire length was reduced. Figure 1E shows that the maximum B 1 + magnitude depends mainly on the loop current; it was maximal for case A and minimal for case B. On the other hand, the horizontal extension of the FOV was linked to the current amplitude in the wires. The nonresonant behavior, case C, allowed us to simultaneously obtain a large sensitivity near the loop while still benefiting from the increased B 1 + extent from the wires. Two different wire lengths (39 and 47 cm) were presented for case C and each showed a different distribution of B 1 + due to different contributions from the loop and the wires.
| Coil setups
With the VNA measurements, it was found that the optimal length L 0 of the wires in case B without any sample load was 49.5 cm for 1 H (300 MHz) and 52.5 cm for 19 F (282.6 MHz), which in both cases corresponds approximately to a half wavelength in air. The phantom and a mouse were used to test the behavior of the coil with different loads. The level of impedance matching is slightly perturbed but remains below −25 dB (Figure 3) . A small reduction of the wire length (5 mm) was enough to compensate the frequency shift due to each load.
In cases A and C, the commercial surface coil could not be directly connected to the VNA and therefore tuning could only be carried out in the scanner. For case C, a wire length of 39.0 cm was used for both nuclei, 19 F and 1 H, as the limit of tuning/matching circuit capabilities of the Bruker surface coil was reached. Nevertheless, tuning and matching of the assembled coil was good enough to perform MRI experiments.
VERGARA GOMEZ ET AL. 5 of 11 Table 1 shows the reference power values (the power required to reach a flip angle of 90°with a 1 ms pulse) obtained on the scanner for each coil with the phantom located in the center of the coil (center of wires and loop aligned). As expected, the birdcage coil required higher power than the other coils (3.89 W). The surface coil required the lowest power (0.14 W). Note that in case C the reference power (0.22 W) was comparable with that of the surface coil alone.
| Phantom MRI experiments
SNR maps and profiles for every coil tested with the phantom are presented in Figures 4 and 5 . Figure 5A ,B shows that there was almost a 4-fold ratio in SNR between birdcage coil/case B and surface coil/case C at 5 mm depth inside the phantom. Figure 5E shows that up until 8 mm depth, the birdcage coil produced the lowest SNR, although it was the most homogeneous in all orientations. Case B ( Figure 4B ,F,J) provided a large homogeneous imaging FOV comparable with that of the birdcage coil. However, SNR gets lower than the birdcage coil at a depth of 8 mm 
19
F images are presented in Figure 6 . It can be seen that the coils present the same signal distribution as for proton imaging. The noise in these images is considerable, and the present low spatial resolution due to the weak concentration of 19 F nuclei in the phantom make it difficult to obtain reliable SNR measurements. Nonetheless, Figure 6 confirms that the SNR provided by the two coupled-wire coils (cases B and C) was sufficient to produce a 3D 19 F image from a diluted phantom within 20 minutes. Figure 7 presents the results obtained for the mouse proton MRI experiments. The behavior of the different coil setups remains consistent with the previous phantom study. Similar to the phantom study, it is observed that the birdcage coil has low and homogeneous SNR. Case B yielded higher SNR near the wires than the birdcage coil ( Figure 7A,B) . This is confirmed by results presented in Table 2 , which focuses on SNR values obtained in the heart (square ROIs denoted in Figure 7 ) for coronal slices (6.3 mm depth). Table 2 shows that case B provides 30% better SNR compared with the birdcage coil in that slice. Wider FOV with a local SNR (900) Once again, the surface coil ( Figure 7D ,H,L) provided the highest SNR but the smallest FOV compared with case C. Table 2 confirms the FOV extension obtained with case C as the SNR measured in the heart (away from the loop center) increased 2.5-fold. At the same time, the SNR values were preserved close to the loop in the center of the FOV. This is observed for the deeper slice (9 mm depth) and confirmed by the SNR value in Table 2 where surface coil and case C showed a similar value. For fluorine, it was found that the Larmor frequency of 19 F nuclei in isoflurane was 282.577 MHz. Images and spectra are shown in Figure 8 .
| In vivo MRI experiments
Measured 19 F spectra for all cases showed that we detected the presence of accumulated isoflurane inside the mouse. In case B, the measured signal was comparable with the noise level, making analysis more difficult with the given scan parameters ( Figure 8A ). We can see that case C and the surface coil provided sufficient sensitivity to enable a clear localization of isoflurane with the given scan parameters ( Figure 8B,C) . Table 2 Previously reported numerical studies of the sensitivity of coupled-wire coils show that when a resonant length is used (case B), coil performance is dominated by the wires. In this case, the current in the loop is extremely low, and consequently a low amplitude B 1 + field is generated. On the contrary, the current along the wires is almost constant leading to a wide FOV. 22 This explains why B 1 + remains almost constant along the wires ( Figure 1F) . A simple approach to benefit from both the loop's and the wire's maximum contributions would be to place the resonant coupled-wire structure on top of a loop matched with lumped capacitors. However, this option would not actually work because the interaction of the two resonant parts would inevitably affect both resonances due to strong inductive coupling. This usually leads to two hybrid resonances, which shifts the frequencies away from the initially targeted frequency. 23, 24 Our results show that we were able to combine the coupled-wire structure and the matched loop by tuning the wire's resonance away from the Larmor frequency together with a small adjustment in the surface coil's matching circuit.
By using a nonresonant coupled-wire structure with adjustable wire length coupled to a matched loop (case C), a strong increase in the loop current could be clearly observed. The main benefit is that the length of the wires can be adapted to rearrange the distribution of currents within the different parts of the coil (loop and wires). The fact that the current in the wires dropped slowly as the wire length became shorter (blue curve in Figure 1D ) allowed us to benefit from both contributions (wire and loop) when using such a configuration. More details concerning the phase delay between wire and loop currents are presented in Figure S2 . This benefit can be observed more clearly in the B 1 + profile of case C with a wire length of 47.0 cm (simulation size) ( Figure 1E,F) , where a strong increase in sensitivity at the loop position can be observed while maintaining (on average) 75% of the sensitivity along the wires. This redistribution of currents has a significant impact on the sensitivity and the FOV which can be achieved by the coil. Moreover, the relative contribution of the wire and the loop can be modulated via the detuning of the coupled-wire structure. Figure 1E ,F shows that for a shorter wire length (39 cm), we obtain a similar SNR in the center of the loop while maintaining some enlargement of the loop FOV compared with the surface coil alone. Our approach makes it possible to adapt the coil in terms of sensitivity and accessible volume, according to the targeted MRI application. Indeed, this new configuration was able to combine the advantages of both coupled-wire based coil with large coverage and surface coils. It may become an interesting alternative to conventional MR coil designs.
In order to explore such a concept experimentally, a two parallel coupled-wire structure was designed, and a prototype was built to compare its properties in resonant and nonresonant mode with those of a standard birdcage coil and a matched surface coil. For the sake of simplicity, we chose a two-wire configuration rather than multiple wires (ie more than two). Indeed, two wires is the minimum number enabling excitation of the surface mode with a large coverage in the plane of the structure, which behaves similarly to a large loop. Any array of wires containing more than two wires will present higher order modes (which are beyond the scope of this study). The results of the experimental study demonstrate the flexibility of the coupled-wire based coils in terms of FOV and SNR. F spectra for each case. The two peaks which are labeled correspond to two fluorinated groups of the isoflurane molecule Namely, Figures 4 and 5 show that case B yielded higher SNR than the birdcage coil, although only up to a depth of 8 mm in the normal direction from the wire's plane ( Figure 5E ). This depth may, however, be sufficient to obtain a satisfactory whole-body image of a mouse, as shown in the in vivo experiments. With case C it was possible to achieve high SNR at the location of the loop, with only 20% loss compared with the surface coil alone ( Figure 5 A,B). Simultaneously, we can see that the wires contributed by enlarging the accessible volume of the surface coil by 25% in the sagittal section ( Figure 5A,C) . Equivalent performances were obtained when imaging 19 F nuclei contained within the phantom.
The TR and the FA used in the phantom experiments lead to a localized partial saturation of the image. Indeed, the saturation factor obtained for a 60°angle in this sequence in the phantom of T1 = 2.85 seconds was 0.277. The profiles, nevertheless, show that the results obtained are in good agreement with the simulations. We demonstrate here that the coupled-wire structure can be used in both resonant and nonresonant regimes depending on the requirements of the preclinical MRI study. Moreover, the comparison of reference powers shown in Table 1 directly illustrates the difference obtained in terms of efficacy between cases B and C. This is interesting for applications that have stronger RF power requirements, such as sequences involving inversion 25 or labeling pulses. 26 Finally, it is also important to stress that the noise measured in the presence of the wires was almost identical for both configurations (Table 1) .
To verify the consistency of results in in vivo situations, proton and fluorine images were acquired from the abdomen of three mice in identical configurations to those used for the phantom scans and simulations. The in vivo results demonstrate that the suggested coils can indeed be used for preclinical research and that they comply with standard equipment requirements. The enlargement of the FOV resulting from case C can be seen more clearly in the in vivo images than in the phantom, especially when comparing coronal slices at different depths ( Figure 7 ). Figure 7D shows mainly abdominal organs, while in Figure 7C , heart, lungs, and lower abdominal regions can be clearly seen. Table 2 presents the mean SNR of the ROIs from the heart at 6.3 mm depth and the muscle at 9 mm depth. It can be seen that in the enlarged area where the heart is, the difference in SNR between surface coil and case C is significant, ie more than twice as large. On the other hand, in the region close to the surface coil at 9 mm depth, it can be seen that the SNR from case C is similar to that of the surface coil. Future studies will have to show robustness of the tuning, matching properties of the proposed combination in the presence of additional equipment such as ECGs or temperature thermocouple probes. Cases B and C were not affected by the presence of the pressure sensor.
Applications requiring larger coverage in a specific direction may benefit from the coupled-wire structures or metasurfaces combined with a small high-sensitivity loop coil. This modifies the sensitive volume of the small high-sensitivity loop without damaging its performance, resulting in a more flexible coil. This coil configuration is able to provide signal from a specific ROI with high SNR while making visible the anatomy of the whole body with acceptable quality, if quantification of this area is required. Such applications could include the imaging of larger portions of the mouse or rat spinal cord, or vascular imaging (thoracic and abdominal aorta, including both aortic root and iliac arteries).
The in vivo fluorine spectra presented in Figure 8 show the detection of 19 F accumulated in the mouse body. However, because the 19 F signal comes from distinct regions in which isoflurane accumulates in the body, the spectra do not quantitatively describe the coil performances. Images illustrate the much lower sensitivity given by case B, as clear spatial localization of the signal was not observed with the given scan parameters.
Surface coil and case C provided sufficient sensitivity to localize the accumulation of 19 F nuclei in the abdomen of the mouse. Other applications could be in spectroscopy with other MR relevant nuclei, since these structures can adapt easily to other frequencies. The wire length required to tune the coupled-wire coil to 31 P and 23 Na nuclei are discussed in the supporting information for this article.
In conclusion, we showed that coupled-wire structures can be used as parts of RF coils in both resonant and nonresonant regimes. Each of these regimes led to different current amplitude distributions within the different parts of the coil. The experiments performed on phantom and living mice confirmed the numerical predictions regarding the sensitivity of the coupled-wire structure. We also showed that the coupled-wire based coils provided sufficient SNR to obtain 19 F images from isoflurane accumulated in the mouse body in vivo with the chosen sequence parameters. The performance of the coupled-wire based coils was not affected by the Larmor frequency difference. We believe that such structures provide an alternative to the conventional choice between volume and surface coils. The concept of combining a carefully detuned coupled-wire structure and surface coils may help in the design of future versatile RF coils for preclinical MRI. It is worth noting that using the proposed approach, a commercial surface coil can be modified by expanding the FOV and keeping almost the same SNR in the original area. Here, the expanded region directly followed the shape of the wires. Moreover, our approach could be generalized to more complex metasurface designs, including larger numbers of wires and different geometries.
